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Abstract
In this talk we discuss the structure of electroweak low-energy effective theories where
the Higgs is non-linearly realized, typically in scenarios where the Higgs is a pseudo Nambu-
Goldstone boson (pNGB) of some beyond Standard Model (BSM) symmetry. The organi-
zation of the perturbative counting and the relevance of the various next-to-leading order
contributions is studied. We discuss some new results on the structure of the one-loop ul-
traviolet divergences and the contribution from tree-level heavy resonance exchanges to the
low-energy effective theory, which are applied to a couple of explicit examples in order to
show how, in the non-linear effective theory –the electroweak chiral Lagrangian with a light
Higgs (ECLh)–, one-loop corrections can be as important as the contribution from higher
dimension operators.
1 Chiral power counting in non-linear effective theories
There are two usual approaches to low-energies electroweak (EW) effective field theories
(EFT) according to how the Higgs h and the EW Goldstones ωa are introduced:
1. Linear EFT: The Higgs h and EW Goldstone ωa fields conform a complex doublet Φ
of the EW symmetry.
2. Non-linear EFT: The Higgs field h is introduced as a singlet and the EW Goldstones
are non-linearly realized through the unitary matrix U(ωa).
The non-linear approach is indeed more general: it includes also the linear-Higgs EFT, as one
can always write down the doublet Φ in its polar form in terms of the modulus (v + h)/
√
2
and a unitary matrix U(ωa). The non-linearity of the model is indeed a quality that is related
to the separation from the linear scenario rather than whether one chooses to express h and
ωa in a non-linear way. Many BSM frameworks show this non-linear structure, e.g., models
where h is a pNGB1 and, hence, it transforms non-linearly under the spontaneously broken
generators of the BSM symmetry.
The non-linear EFT Lagrangian2,3,4 is sorted out according to the “chiral” dimension of
its operators4,5,6,7,8, not through their canonical dimension which one uses in linear EFT’s:
LECLh = Lp2 + Lp4 + ... (1)
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where derivatives and masses of the particles count as O(p), h/v count as O(p0) –and the
same occurs with other boson fields–, and fermion fields scale like ψ/v ∼ O(p1/2). v =
(
√
2GF )
−1/2 = 246 GeV is the Higgs vacuum expectation value. A simple dimensional
analysis 4,5,6,7,8 shows that the amplitudes have an expansion of the form (e.g. for a 2→ 2
process)
M ∼ p
2
v2︸︷︷︸
LO (tree)
+
(
crk︸︷︷︸
NLO (tree)
− Γk,n
16π2
ln
p
µ
+ ...︸ ︷︷ ︸
NLO (1-loop)
)
p4
v4
+ O(p6) , (2)
The three singled-out contributions have different origins:
• The LO amplitude is given by the tree-level diagrams provided by the vertices from
the LO Lagrangian Lp2 .
• The NLO amplitude has two types of contributions:
1. One-loop diagrams with vertices only from the LO Lagrangian Lp2 . These
contributions are typically suppressed with respect to (wrt) the LO in the form
p2/Λ2non−lin, with this scale Λnon−lin ∼ 4πv directly related to the non-linearity of
the BSM scenario: these corrections vanish when the Higgs can be linearly realized
through a complex doublet Φ 9.
2. Tree-level diagrams with one vertex of higher dimension, from Lp4 . In the
underlying BSM theory these constants can get contributions from tree-level ex-
changes of heavy states of mass MR not included in the EFT
8. Although the
renormalized EFT couplings also get corrections from resonance loop diagrams,
the suppression of these NLO corrections can be estimated as crkp
2/v2 ∼ p2/M2R.
In the case when the scale Λnon−lin that governs the non-linearity is much higher than the
masses MR of the intermediate heavy states NLO loops are highly suppressed wrt NLO
tree-level corrections and the linear-Higgs EFT approach is more appropriate. However, in
the case when both scales Λnon−lin and MR are similar,
b one must account for both the
tree-level and one-loop NLO corrections to have reliable determinations of the observables
at that precision and the linear-Higgs EFT is then inappropriate.
2 One-loop NLO corrections: ultraviolet divergences
The background field method in path integral allows one to study the loop corrections to the
effective action. Expanding the Lagrangian Lp2 in powers of the fluctuation ~ηT = (∆a, ǫ)
(with ∆a and ǫ providing the Goldstone and Higgs fluctuations, respectively) around the
solutions of the equations of motion (EoM) one has obtains 9:
Lp2 = LO(η
0)
p2︸ ︷︷ ︸
tree-level
+ LO(η1)p2︸ ︷︷ ︸
EoM
+ LO(η2)p2︸ ︷︷ ︸
1-loop
+ O(η3)︸ ︷︷ ︸
higher loops
, (3)
where the O(η0) term yields the tree-level diagrams with LO vertices, the requirement that
the linear term vanishes provides the EoM at LO and LO(η2)p2 gives the one-loop NLO am-
plitude 9,11. The remaining terms provide the amplitudes at two loops and higher, i.e., at
next-to-next-to-leading order (NNLO) and higher in the chiral expansion 11. LO(η2)p2 can be
rearranged as the quadratic form
LO(η2)p2 = −
1
2
~ηT (dµd
µ +Λ)~η , (4)
in terms of the corresponding operators Λ and dµ operators determined by the structure of
Lp2 9. c The integration of this term over the fluctuations ~η yields
S1ℓ =
i
2
tr log (dµd
µ +Λ) = − µ
d−4
16π2(d− 4)
∫
ddx〈 1
12
[dµ, dν ][d
µ, dν ] +
1
2
Λ2 〉+ finite
b In this cases the O(p4) couplings are of the order of crk ∼ (16pi
2)−1 5,10.
c It is instructive to observe that from the chiral counting point of view Λ ∼ O(p2) and dµ ∼ O(p)
9.
= − µ
d−4
16π2(d− 4)
∫
ddx
∑
k
ΓkOk + finite , (5)
where 〈 .. 〉 stands for the matrix trace, and µ is the renormalization scale and d is the
space-time dimension in dimensional regularization. The 1st line has been reexpressed in the
2nd line in terms of the basis of EFT operators Ok. The ultraviolet (UV) divergences are
cancelled out by means of appropriate O(p4) counter-terms of the form
Lctp4 =
∑
k
ckOk , with the renormalizations ck = crk(µ) +
µd−4 Γk
16π2(d− 4) . (6)
The couplings of the EFT Lagrangian that get renormalized due to Higgs and EW Goldstone
loops are listed in Ref. 9.
Of course, though important, this is not the end of the story in non-linear EFT’s: one
must compute the full one-loop amplitude for every particular process under study, with the
full structure of logs, polylogs and rational 12 pieces, not just the running 9.
3 Tree-level NLO corrections: predictions from composite resonance exchanges
The exchange of heavy resonances leads at low energies to NLO and higher order EFT oper-
ators suppressed by powers of p/MR
8,13. At NLO one only needs the resonance Lagrangian
compatible with the SM symmetries that are linear in the resonance fields R and have at
most two derivatives (or analogous light scales p) 8,13. For instance, in the case of a parity
preserving strongly coupled model, the resonance Lagrangian with triplet vector (V ) and
axial-vector (A) multiplets that is relevant for Lp4 has the form8:
LV + LA =
∑
R=V,A
〈RµνχµνR 〉 , (7)
with χµνV =
FV
2
√
2
fµν+ +
iGV
2
√
2
[uµ, uν ] + ... and χµνA =
FA
2
√
2
fµν− + ... The spin–1 resonances
Rµν are described in the antisymmetric tensor formalism
13, and one has the tensors fµν± =
u†Wˆµνu± uBˆµνu† given by the field strengths of the W aµ and Bµ fields and uµ = iuDµU †u,
with u2 = U(ωa) 14. χµνR contains only particles in the low-energy EFT. Integrating out
the spin–1 resonances at low energies, one obtains the tree-level contribution to the O(p4)
ECLh8
LfromV,Ap4 = −
∑
R=V,A
1
M2R
(
〈χµνR χRµν 〉 −
1
2
〈χµνR 〉2
)
= − iFVGV
4M2V
〈 fµν+ [uµ, uν ] 〉+ ...(8)
obtaining a prediction for the O(p4) constants in terms of the V and Amasses and couplings8
a1
∣∣
V,A
= − F
2
V
4M2V
+
F 2A
4M2A
UV compl.
= − v
2
4
(
1
M2V
+
1
M2A
)
,
a2 − a3
∣∣
V,A
= − FVGV
2M2V
UV compl.
= − v
2
2M2V
, (9)
where we have used some UV-completion hypotheses in the last equalities of each line: in
the case of a1 we assume the strongly coupled theory is asymptotically free and one has the
two Weinberg sum-rules F 2V = F
2
A+ v
2 and F 2VM
2
V = F
2
AM
2
A
15,16; in the case of a2− a3 the
electromagnetic form-factor into two composite EW Goldstone bosons in the theory with
resonances is Fγ∗ωω(s) = 1 + (FV GV /v
2) s/(M2V − s) and demanding that it vanishes at
infinite momentum transfer s→∞ yields the constraint FVGV = v2 used above8.
4 The importance of being earnest and keeping the full NLO: two examples
The importance of the different NLO pieces becomes obvious if one consider the previous
asymptotically-free strongly coupled benchmark scenario. At one-loop in the resonance the-
ory the oblique parameters lead to the constraint M2A = M
2
V /κW and the 95% confidence
level determinations 0.94 < κW < 1, MV > 4 TeV
14. d Taking the lower allowed limits for
MV and κW (which produce the maximal possible effects) one gets the predictions
• Oblique S–parameter (NLO tree dominance): at NLO one has the structure 7
S = −16π

 ar1(MV )︸ ︷︷ ︸
Tree≈−2×10−3
+
κ2W − 1
192π2︸ ︷︷ ︸
loop≈−6×10−5
(
ln
M2V
m2h
+
5
6
)

 , (10)
with ar1(µ) = −v2/4(M−2V +M−2A )+{[8/3+ln(µ2/M2V )]−κ2W [8/3+ln(µ2/M2A)}/(192π2).14
• γγ →W+W− scattering (NLO loop dominance): in the energy region m2W,Z,h ≪
s≪ Λ2ECLh this amplitude is given at NLO by the scalar function 7
Aγγ→ωωNLO =
1
v2

2κW crγ + 8(ar1 − ar2 + ar3)︸ ︷︷ ︸
tree≈0.5×10−3
+
κ2W − 1
8π2︸ ︷︷ ︸
loop≈−1.5×10−3

 , (11)
with the ar1 − ar2 + ar3 estimate from the previous Section. The value of the h → γγ
O(p4) coupling crγ is in principle undetermined in our analysis 8. If the impact of crγ
is as important as that from ar1 − ar2 + ar3 one realizes that the one-loop correction is
more important that the tree-level NLO amplitude and should not be dropped.
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